March 27, 2020

To our Valued Thrifty Foods Customer,
These are extremely challenging and difficult days. All of us are affected in one way or another by this terrible situation.
Our thoughts are constantly with those who are struggling most and the brave and committed Canadians who are
selflessly caring for others in hospitals across the country. These past few weeks have tested our resolve.
Yet, during these unprecedented times, we have also seen so many positive examples of the strength of the
Canadian spirit – kind, generous and determined. Today, I want to focus on those rays of sunshine.
Our teammates have been working tirelessly to keep our stores safe and well stocked so that you can access your
essential needs with ease and peace of mind. I’ve said it before, and I will say it again, my colleagues truly exemplify
what it means to be community heroes. I have witnessed it first hand and you have seen it too and we are so grateful to
those of you who have taken the time to share your experiences with us.
We are blown away by the letters, gestures of support and comments you are sharing with us on social media.
We even have some store managers who are relaying your supportive comments and words over their store intercoms
as inspiration for their teams. Your kind words go a long way.
To the seven-year-old who hand made a card for one of our store teams that read, “You are the real heroes front
line workers,” thank you.
To the customer who brought flowers to her local store as a token of appreciation, thank you.
To the fire department who dropped off donuts for their local store to show gratitude for staying open to serve
that community, thank you.
To the local group of restaurants and volunteers who delivered free lunch to one of our store teams and other local
essential workers, thank you.
To the customers who left messages in chalk outside their local store reading, “We appreciate your hard work grocery
clerks, shelf stockers, cleaners…ALL,” thank you.
To all of you who have taken the time to recognize our heroes and said a simple thank you or smiled at one of our
teammates in a store, thank you.
And finally, to the many Canadians who have privately and publicly recognized all of our teammates and supplier
partners who are working tirelessly, behind the scenes in warehouses and distribution centres, thank you.
Your expressions of support make an indelible impact on our teammates – you help keep our morale high.
Quite simply, our ability to withstand these testing times wouldn’t be possible without your support. Thank you for
your continued loyalty and remarkable composure as we all adapt to social distancing and other measures meant
to keep us all safe.
I have never been more proud to be a Thrifty Foods teammate and a Canadian. Together, we’ll get through this.
Stay safe,
Michael Medline
President & CEO

March 25, 2020

To our Valued Thrifty Foods Customer,

All our hearts go out to those grieving or ill due to this terrible virus, and to those Canadians who have been laid off
work or whose businesses have been forced to close.
These continue to be very challenging times. We are all doing our very best to adapt and keep our families healthy
and safe. Only a few weeks ago, the world was normal and we could move around freely and safely. Now, we need to
keep our social distance and worry for our loved ones and the welfare of all
Canadians.
As an essential destination for your food and pharmacy needs, we have made enhanced safety measures our top
priority in recent weeks. You will see significant changes in our grocery store and pharmacy locations to safeguard
our teammates and our customers. We are heartened to see how you have responded to these changes as we
collectively work to stop the spread of coronavirus. We know that together, we will get through these tough times.
To protect our front line heroes and our valued customers, over the last few days we have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continued our nationwide rollout of plexiglass cashier screens
Reinforced a robust and frequent cleaning program throughout stores
Reinforced our already high sanitization standards for all teammates
Early on, we closed all self-serve, café and bulk food areas
Reduced hours to allow our teams more time to clean, restock and rest
Reserved the first hour of the shopping day for those most vulnerable
Continued to add floor markings and signage to our stores in order to promote social distancing

We won’t stop there. We will continue to safeguard our stores in this evolving situation. We will spare no time or
expense when it comes to your safety and that of our hardworking teammates. We will continue to work with and
follow the helpful guidance of all levels of government and local health authorities to ensure that everything we do
protects the families that depend on us. If you can, stay home. If you need grocery or pharmacy goods, we will
make the experience as safe as we can for you.
We know these changes do not always make for the easiest shopping experience and we sincerely appreciate your
continued patience and loyalty. It pains us to keep at a distance in our typically vibrant social hubs – a place where
you normally bring your family members to browse and debate which flavour of ice cream to buy each week. We
have had to make these difficult changes to help keep everyone as safe as possible. We all look forward to the day
when life returns to a more normal rhythm.
On the positive side, you still have the same friendly teammates in our stores to support you. We’re incredibly proud
of their unrelenting drive to serve you while keeping their morale up throughout this very difficult time. We are also
investing significantly in our communities – our local stores know the needs of their communities best.
Finally, rest assured that there is enough food to go around. Our food supply chain remains strong. We’re working
around the clock to stock our stores in the face of unprecedented demand.
Thank you for your trust. For the last 113 years, we have been there for you as a family serving families. When this is
over – and it will be over – we will all be stronger than ever.

Stay safe,
Michael Medline
President & CEO

To our Valued Thrifty Foods Customer,

Throughout this very difficult time, the health and safety of our customers and teammates remains our top
priority. We understand we are an essential service to all Canadians, and we want you to know that we are
doing everything in our power to maintain our stores to the highest standard of cleanliness and safety.
We are announcing a series of new measures to further enhance the stepped-up sanitation protocols at
our stores. Today, we tested plexiglass cashier shields as yet another safeguard to protect our teammates
and customers from this terrible coronavirus. We’ve looked across the world at best practices and these
shields stand out as a strong safety precaution. Tonight, we began to install the shields in stores and will
work around the clock to get them into our stores. They will not be in every store immediately, but we’ll
install them as quickly as we can.
In addition, we have added the following:
•
•
•
•

Our teammates are washing their hands every fifteen minutes.
We have added extra resources to the frontline, enabling cashiers to wipe down common areas even
more often.
Our stores will begin to have floor markers at check out, to help facilitate a two-metre distance
between customers.
We are reducing our store hours from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. for the time being, to support our extra sanitation
protocols and allow a little extra time for replenishment of shelves.

These measures are in addition to the added safety and sanitation measures we have already put in place
across our stores, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

We redeployed additional teammates throughout our stores to step up regular cleaning and sanitation
in high-touch and high-traffic areas such as grocery carts, door handles and pin pads.
We introduced Senior Shopping Hour for the first hour of the day at our stores, providing the most
vulnerable among us with a dedicated time to shop for goods.
We stopped selling all bulk baked goods and bulk foods in self-serve areas, such as dry nuts and
chocolate-covered almonds.
Our delicious hot meals and salad bar items are available, but we have closed self-serve areas that are
not staffed by a teammate.
We have cancelled all product demos, sampling and events in our community rooms.
All teammates who feel sick are staying home, and we have implemented the procedures
recommended by health authorities for those who have travelled or have been exposed to others who
have travelled.

I’m proud of the positive feedback and words of gratitude that you have been giving our teammates in
the store these last few days. Thank you to our fantastic store, distribution and transportation team for the
enormous efforts and passion they bring to their jobs. They have never been so important to their fellow
Canadians. Together, we will all get through this.
Sincerely,
Michael Medline
President & CEO

